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Abstract: Taking into account results obtained from light-curve analysis and out-of-eclipse analyses, we

discuss the nature of GSC 02038-00293 and also its magnetic activity behaviour. We obtained light curves of

the system during observing seasons 2007, 2008 and 2011. We obtained its secondary minimum clearly in

I-band observations in 2008 for the first time. Analysing this light curve, we found the physical parameters of

the components. The light-curve analysis indicates that the possible mass ratio of the system is 0.35. We

obtained the remaining V-band light curves, extracting the eclipses. We modelled these remaining curves

using the SPOTMODEL program and found possible spot configurations of themagnetically active component for

each observing season. The models demonstrated that there are two active longitudes for the active

component. The models reveal that both active longitudes migrate in the direction of decreasing longitude.

We also examined the light curves in out-of-eclipse phases with respect to minimum and maximum

brightness, amplitude, etc. The amplitude of the curves during out-of-eclipse phases varies in a sinusoidal

way with a period of,8.9 yr; the mean brightness of the system is dramatically decreasing. The phases of the

deeper minimum during out-of-eclipse periods exhibit a migration toward decreasing phase.
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1 Introduction

Many stars, such as BY Dra and RS CVn type stars on the

main sequence toward late spectral types, exhibit stellar

spot activity referred to as magnetic activity. In the lit-

erature, BY Dra variables were found for the first time by

Kron (1952), who demonstrated some sinusoidal-like

variations at out-of-eclipse stages, hereafter ‘out-of-

eclipses’, of the eclipsing binary star YY Gem. He

explained the variation during out-of-eclipses as the result

of heterogeneous temperature at the stellar surface. Such

stars were then named ‘BY Dra stars’ by Kunkel (1975).

Based on some rigorous arguments obtained from

observations, the variability seen in BYDra type stars was

confirmed in terms of dark regions on the surface of

the stars in later works such as those of Bopp&Evans

(1973), Torres&Ferraz Mello (1973), Friedemann&

Gürtler (1975), Vogt (1975), and Bopp&Fekel (1977).

RS Cvn type stars exhibit the same variability as BY Dra

stars. However, one of the components of a RSCVn star is

evolved and is generally a giant or subgiant star, while the

other component is a main sequence star (Thomas&

Weiss 2008). The incidence of late-type stars in our

Galaxy is about 65%. 75% of late-type stars show mag-

netic activity such as spot and flare activity (Rodon�o
1986). Research such as that of L�opez-Morales (2007)

and Morales et al. (2008, 2010) demonstrates that

magnetic activity dramatically affects the stellar structure

of late-type stars and also their evolution. Casagrande

et al. (2008), Morales et al. (2008, 2010), Fernandez et al.

(2009), Torres et al. (2010), and Kraus et al. (2011) have

revealed that the radii found from analyses of observa-

tions are generally larger than the radii expected theo-

retically for several magnetically active low-mass

binaries, while the effective temperatures found from

observations are usually lower than those expected the-

oretically. They claim that the reason is most likely

magnetic activity. In this respect, magnetically active

low-mass components of binaries take a very important

place in our understanding of stellar evolution.

In this study, we introduceGSC 02038–00293 as a new

candidate for the class of magnetically active low-mass

stars. Using the Robotic Optical Transient Search Exper-

iment (ROTSE) 1 database (Woźniak et al. 2004), the

systemwas discovered by Bernhard&Frank (2006) in the

optical identification programme of X-ray sources listed

in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey Bright Source Catalogue

(Voges et al. 1999). The identification reveals that the

system is actually the uncatalogued variableNorthern Sky

Variability Survey (NSVS) object ID 7869362 as the

optical counterpart of the X-ray source 1RXS

J160248.3þ252031. Combining their 2005 and 2006 data

with the available data taken from the ROTSE 1 and All
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Sky Automated Survey (ASAS) 3 databases, Bernhard&

Frank (2006) determined light elements as follows: JD

(Hel.)Min I¼ 53560.491(3)þ0d. 49541(1) E. Norton et al.

(2007) gave the same period after analysing Wide Angle

Search for Planets (SuperWASP) observations of the

system. In addition, Frank&Bernhard (2007) also con-

firmed the period with 2007 observations. Bernhard&

Frank (2006) indicted a 6–8 yr activity cycle. However,

consecutive observations demonstrated that the light-

curve shape can change even within one week. Finally,

Bernhard&Frank (2006) identified the system as a RS

CVn type binary. Using low-resolution spectra, Dragomir

et al. (2007) indicated that the spectral type of the system

was likely to be K-type. A detailed spectral study was

performed by Korhonen et al. (2010). Considering some

features seen in the low-resolution spectra of the system,

such as neutral metals (Mg, Na), weak Balmer lines, and

also the absence of molecular bands, they confirmed that

the system is from spectral type K. Adopting log g¼ 4.5,

Teff was found to be 4750� 250K and v sin iwas found to

be 90� 10 km s�1. However, using their v sin imeasured

together with the rotation period of 0.495410d found by

Bernhard&Frank (2006), Korhonen et al. (2010) estimat-

ed the system’s radius as R sin i¼ 0.88� 0.10R}. The

value of R sin i indicated a spectral type of late G or later.

The observations in the literature have demonstrated

that GSC 02038–00293 exhibits magnetic activity. In this

study we analyse the light curves of the system, and also

examine the variations during out-of-eclipses. We finally

compare the system with its analogue with respect to

theoretical models.

2 Observations and Data

Observations of GSC 02038-00293 were carried out with

two telescopes in BVRI bands at Ege University Obser-

vatory. The first group of observations was acquired with

a High-Speed Three Channel Photometer attached to the

48-cm Cassegrain type telescope during observing sea-

sons 2007 and 2008. The second group of observations

was acquired with a thermoelectrically cooled ALTA

Uþ42 2048� 2048 pixel CCD camera attached to a

40-cm Schmidt–Cassegrain-type Meade telescope during

the observing seasons 2008 and 2011. The comparison and

check stars used in all observations are the same stars used

in the literature. Some basic parameters of the programme

stars are listed in Table 1. The names of the stars are listed

in the first column,while the J2000 coordinates are listed in

the second column. The V magnitudes are in the third

column and the B�V colours are listed in the last column.

Although the programme and comparison stars are

very close in the sky, differential atmospheric extinction

corrections were applied. The atmospheric extinction

coefficients were obtained from observations of the

comparison stars on each night. Moreover, the compari-

son stars were observed with the standard stars in their

vicinity and reduced differential magnitudes, in the sense

variable minus comparison, were transformed to the

standard system using the procedures outlined by Hardie

(1962). The standard stars are listed in the catalogues of

Landolt (1983, 1992). Furthermore, the dereddened col-

ours of the system were computed. Heliocentric correc-

tions were also applied to the times of the observations.

In BVR bands, the first group of observations was

continued for 6 nights between 2007 April 22 and July 19,

and was carried on for 4 nights between 2008 April 7 and

July 23 with the 48-cm Cassegrain-type telescope. In

addition, the second group of observations was continued

for 9 nights between 2008May 20 and August 20 in BVRI

bands, and carried on for 2 nights in 2001, April 23 and

May 9, with the 40-cm Schmidt–Cassegrain-type Meade

telescope. The mean averages of the standard deviations

were found to be 0.009, 0.007 and 0.007 mag from the

observations with the 48-cm Cassegrain-type telescope

for the BVR bands, respectively, and 0.023, 0.011, 0.010

and 0.013 mag for observations acquired with the 40-cm

Schmidt–Cassegrain-type Meade telescope for the BVRI

bands, respectively. To compute the standard deviations

of observations, we used the standard deviations of the

reduced differential magnitudes in the sense comparison

minus check stars for each night. There was no variation

observed in the standard brightness of comparison stars.

The times of minima obtained in this study are listed in

Table 2. In the table, the first 9 minimum times have

already been published by Sipahi et al. (2009), while the

last one is unpublished. Using all available times of

minima in the literature, we adjusted the light elements

of the system, as follows:

JDðHel:Þ ¼ 245 3560:4925ð9Þ þ 0d:4954115ð5ÞE: ð1Þ

Using the light elements given by equation (1), we

phased all our observations and also all data taken from

the literature. In Figure 1, the light and colour curves of

the system are shown for three observing seasons: 2007,

Table 1. Basic parameters for the observed stars

Star RA/Dec. (J2000) Va B�V

name (h m s )/(8 0 00) (mag) (mag)

GSC 02038–00293 16 02 48.54þ 25 20 38.9 10.540 0.972

GSC 02038–00867 (Comparison) 16 05 35.85þ 25 16 59.6 9.185 1.243

GSC 02038–00565 (Check) 16 02 53.98þ 25 10 43.2 11.811 0.394

GSC 02038–00663 (Check) 16 03 13.37þ 25 12 10.9 11.513 0.738

aThe V-band brightness and B�V index were obtained in this study.
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2008 and 2011. As can be seen from the figures, there is a

remarkable variation in the shape of the light curves from

one season to the next. As is well known from the liter-

ature, the system exhibits magnetic activity. Figure 1

demonstrates that the available magnetic activity causes

dramatic distortion in the light-curve shape. Although the

secondary minimum shows itself in observing season

2008, it cannot clearly reveal itself in general. In addition,

the B�V colour curves exhibit some variations, while

there is no clear variation over the standard deviation in

the V�R colour curves. However, we had a chance to

observe the system in the I band during the programme

of the 40-cm Schmidt–Cassegrain-type Meade telescope

for both seasons 2008 and 2011. I-band observations

show the secondary minimum better than all other bands

(see Section 3). The secondary minimum exhibits itself

better toward long wavelengths.

For analysis purposes, we collected all available data

from the literature.With this aim inmind, we obtained the

ROTSE 1V-band data from theNSVS database (Woźniak

et al. 2004) and also the available data in the ASAS

database (Pojm�anski 1997). In addition, we took the

observations published by Bernhard&Frank (2006) and

Frank&Bernhard (2007). The standard V-band data of

ROTSE 1 cover the observing seasons of 1999 and 2000,

while the standardV-band data ofASAS cover the seasons

from 2003–2006. The observations in this study were

started in 2007. Although the data taken from Bernhard&

Frank (2006) and Frank&Bernhard (2007) were not

standard, using the comparison and check stars given by

them we were able to transform to the standard system.

After transforming their data, we compared all available

data to ascertain whether the data taken from different

sources are suitable to use together. To this end, we

compared the ASAS data of 2005 and 2006 with the data

taken from Bernhard&Frank (2006) and also compared

the data taken from Frank&Bernhard (2007) with our

2007 data. As seen from the comparisons, the data taken

from different sources are statistically the same in 3s
value. The light curves obtained from the available data are

shown in Figure 2. As seen from the figure, the light

variation shapes of seasons 1999, 2000, and 2005 are

similar to the variation observed in season 2011. The light

curves obtained in 2011 are similar to the light curves

obtained in previous studies. Fortunately, I-band observa-

tions of 2008 gave us a chance: we can perform light-curve

analysis. In the case of a lack of secondary minimum,

light-curve analysis does not give reliable results.

3 Light-Curve Analysis

The light-curve analysis of such amagnetically active star

is generally quite difficult due to the absence of secondary

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1 The light and colour curves of GSC 02038–00293 for the observing seasons (a) 2007, (b) 2008, and (c) 2011.

Table 2. Times of minima of GSC 02038]00293

HJD (þ240 0000) Error Type Filter

54213.4434 0.0014 I BVR

54219.3903 0.0032 I BVR

54226.3264 0.0014 I BVR

54526.5460 0.0008 I BVR

54587.4837 0.0007 I BVR

54621.4215 0.0019 II I

54651.3956 0.0067 I BVRI

54659.3202 0.0038 I BVRI

54671.4488 0.0097 II BVRI

55675.4011 0.0005 I BVRI
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minima. In fact, no secondary minimum is seen in our

observations for the season 2007 and also generally in all

other observations published in the literature. However,

I-band observations in 2008 clearly show the secondary

minimum. This gave us the chance to perform light-curve

analysis. This is why we analysed only the I light curve

obtained in 2008 with the PHOEBE V.0.31a software

(Prša&Zwitter 2005), the method in which depends on

the method used in the 2003 version of the Wilson–

Devinney Code (Wilson&Devinney 1971; Wilson

1990). We tried to analyse the I-band curve with three

different modes, the ‘detached system’, ‘semi-detached

systemwith the primary component filling its Roche lobe’

and ‘semi-detached system with the secondary compo-

nent filling its Roche lobe’ modes. The initial analyses

demonstrated that an astrophysically acceptable result

can be obtained if the analysis is carried out in the

‘detached system’ mode. The initial experience revealed

that no acceptable results in the astrophysical sense could

be obtained in any other mode.

Using low-resolution spectra, Korhonen et al. (2010)

found that the system is of K spectral type, and the Teff

was found to be 4750� 250K. Considering this case, the

temperature of the primary componentwas fixed to 4750K

and the temperature of the secondary was taken as a free

parameter in the analyses. Considering the spectral type,

the albedos (A1 and A2) and gravity-darkening coefficients

(g1 and g2) of the components were adopted for stars

with convective envelopes (Lucy 1967; Rucinski 1969).

The non-linear limb-darkening coefficients (x1 and x2)

of the components were taken from van Hamme (1993).

In the analyses, the dimensionless potentials (O1 and O2),

fractional luminosity (L1) of the primary component and

inclination (i) of the system were taken as adjustable

free parameters.

There is no obtained spectroscopic mass ratio for the

system. Because of this, we used the ‘q-search’ method

with a step of 0.05 to find the best photometric mass ratio

of the components. The general result of the q-search

method is shown in Figure 3. As seen from the figure, the

minimum sum of weighted squared residuals (Sres
2 ) is

found for the mass ratio value of q¼ 0.35. According to

this result, we assume that a possible mass ratio for the

system is q¼ 0.35.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

20071999 2000 2003 2004 2005 2006

Figure 2 The available observations of GSC 02038–00293 in the literature. In panels (a) and (b), the light curves of the ROTSE 1 V-band data

are shown for the seasons 1999 and 2000. TheV-band light curves of (c) 2003, (d) 2004, (e) 2005, (f) 2006, and (g) 2007 showdata taken from the

ASAS database (Pojm�anski 1997) and from Bernhard&Frank (2006) and Frank&Bernhard (2007). For the seasons 2005 and 2006, there are

some data in both the ASAS database and Bernhard&Frank (2006) and Frank&Bernhard (2007). For easy comparison, all data sets are shown

together in panel (h).
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As is clearly seen from Figures 1 and 2, there is a

dramatic asymmetry in the light curves due to the mag-

netic activity. In the light-curve analysis, we assumed that

the primary component has two cool spots on its surface to

remove this asymmetry. According to the results obtained

from the first iterations, the secondary component seems

to be an M dwarf, which is close to the full-convective

boundary (Browning 2011). Full-convective M dwarfs

exhibit very strong flare activity, while a few of them

purely exhibit spot activity (Dal&Evren 2011). In addi-

tion, if the secondary component is the spotted one, to

remove the asymmetries seen in the light curves the

analysis demonstrated that the spots should be large

enough to cover the entire surface of the star or else their

effective temperatures must be half of the surface tem-

perature due to the secondary component’s light rate in

the total light of the system. Although there are a few stars

that are close to the full-convective boundary and have

some large spots on their surface, this is not a common

phenomenon. However, K dwarfs are generally potential

stars, which may possibly exhibit spot activity. This is

why we have assumed that the spotted star is the primary

component. Moreover, light-curve analyses with this

assumption gavemore acceptable results in the astrophys-

ical sense. On the other hand, it must be noted here that it

is well known that the spot solution suffers from non-

uniqueness. The synthetic light curve obtained from the

light-curve solution is seen in Figure 4, and the resulting

parameters of the analysis are also listed in Table 3.

Although there is not any available radial velocity

curve, we tried to estimate the absolute parameters

of the components. According to Tokunaga (2000), the

mass of the primary component must be 0.73� 0.05M}

corresponding to its surface temperature. Considering the

possiblemass ratio of the system, themass of the secondary

component was found to be 0.25� 0.04M}.

Using Kepler’s third law, we calculated the possible

semi-major axis as a 2.62 R}. Considering this estimated

semi-major axis, the radius of the primary component was

computed as 0.87� 0.05 R}, while that of the secondary

component was computed as 0.27� 0.04 R}. As can be

seen from these results, the primary component’s radius

derived with the assumption of a spotted primary compo-

nent is in agreement with the value of R sin i found by

Korhonen et al. (2010). Using the estimated radii and

obtained temperatures of the components, the luminosity

of the primary component was estimated to be

0.35 L}and that of the secondary component was found

to be 0.01 L}. The absolute parameters are generally

acceptable in the astrophysical sense. However, the radius

of the primary component is larger than the expected

values with respect to the theoretical models. We plotted

the distribution of radii versus masses for some stars in

Figure 5. The filled circles in the figure represent well-

known active stars listed in the catalogue of Gershberg

et al. (1999). Some of these stars exhibit spot activity,

while some of them exhibit flare activity. Some stars

exhibit both spot and flare activity. In the figure, the

asterisk represents the secondary component while the
Figure 3 The variation of the sum of weighted squared residuals

versus mass ratio in the ‘q search’.

Figure 4 The synthetic light curve obtained from light-curve analysis of the I band.
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open triangle represents the primary component. The line

represents the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) theoreti-

cal model developed for stars with Z¼ 0.02 by Siess et al.

(2000).

4 Variations during Out-of-Eclipses

The light-curve analysis demonstrated that the light var-

iation of the system is caused by eclipses combined with

the effects of magnetic activity existing on the primary

component. Considering the contact times derived from

the theoretical synthetic light curve, we removed the

eclipses from all the V-band light curves, and we obtained

the remaining curve for each season. Then, in order to

reveal the magnetic activity behaviour over the years, we

investigated the data during out-of-eclipses firstly for

short-term and secondly for long-term variations.

To reveal the spot configuration on the primary com-

ponent’s surface (especially the longitudinal distributions

of the spotted areas) in each short-term interval, we

modelled the remaining curves under some assumptions

using the SPOTMODEL program (Rib�arik 2002; Rib�arik et al.
2003). Although the data obtained in this study contain

multi-band observations, the available data in the litera-

ture do not. All data taken from both NSVS and ASAS

databases and also from both Bernhard&Frank (2006)

and Frank&Bernhard (2007) contain only V-band obser-

vations. However, modelling progress in the SPOTMODEL

program requires at least two band observations or any

spot temperature factor. Although a large part of the data

used is monochromatic, it is likely that we can obtain

temperature factors for the spotted areas from light-curve

analysis of I-band observations during the season 2008.

According to the surface temperature of the primary

component, the derived temperature factors are in agree-

ment with the temperature factors found from other ana-

logue stars (Thomas&Weiss 2008). Considering the spot

temperature factor derived from light-curve analysis, we

assumed that the temperature factors of the spotted areas

are 0.80 in the SPOTMODEL program and the temperature

factor was taken as a constant parameter for eachmodel in

order simply to determine the surface distributions of the

spotted areas for each short-term interval. The longitudes,

latitudes, and radii of the spots were taken as adjustable

parameters in the program for the model of each season.

The derived models are shown in Figure 6. Themodels

of the data taken from the NSVS database are shown in

panels (a) and (b), while the ASAS data are in panels (c)

and (d). For seasons 2005 and 2006, there are some data in

both the ASAS database and Bernhard&Frank (2006)

and Frank&Bernhard (2007). These data were combined

for each year. The models of these years are shown in

panels (e) and (f). For season 2007, some data were

obtained in this study and also some data were taken from

Frank&Bernhard (2007). The combined data were mod-

elled, and the result is shown in panel (g). Panels (h) and

(i) show models of light curves obtained in seasons 2008

and 2011. The parameters of the models are listed in

Table 4. In the table, the data set, mean times of observa-

tions, and mean years of observations are listed in the first

three columns, while the spot parameters such as longi-

tude (I), latitude (b), and radius (g) are listed in the

following columns for the two spots, respectively.

Primary
Secondary

Figure 5 The place of the components of GSC 02038–00293

among well-known active stars in the mass–radius distribution. In

the figure, the filled circles represent the active stars listed in the

catalogue of Gershberg et al. (1999), the asterisk represents

the secondary component, while the open triangle represents the

primary component of GSC 02038–00293. The line represents

the ZAMS theoretical model developed by Siess et al. (2000).

Table 3. Parameters obtained from I-band light-curve
analysis

Parameter Value

q 0.35

i (8) 77.91� 0.87

T1 (K) 4750 (Fixed)

T2 (K) 3515� 61

O1 3.42� 0.05

O2 4.72� 0.14

L1/LT (I) 0.977� 0.067

g1, g2 0.32, 0.32

A1, A2 0.5, 0.5

x1,bol, x2,bol 0.625, 0.625

x1, I, x2, I 0.681, 0.681

,r1. 0.334� 0.006

,r2. 0.103� 0.004

Co-LatSpot I (8) 90.00 (fixed)

LongSpot I (8) 0.00 (fixed)

RSpot I (8) 54.43 (fixed)

Teff, Spot I 0.97 (fixed)

Co-LatSpot II (8) 90.00 (fixed)

LongSpot II (8) 263.56 (fixed)

RSpot II (8) 54.43 (fixed)

Teff, Spot II 0.98 (fixed)
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As expected, the spot distribution on the surface is

rapidly changing: the distributions vary from one year to

the next. As seen from Figure 6, there are usually two

spotted areas on the surface of the primary star. Figure 7

demonstrates that the spotted areas are always separated

from each other. Although there is usually about 1808
longitudinal difference between them, they sometimes

become closer to each other. As seen from Figure 7,

the longitude of one of the spotted areas exhibits a

quasi-sinusoidal variation over the years, while both of
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them migrate toward decreasing longitudes. Using

GRAPHPADPRISM V5.02 software (Motulsky 2007), the

quasi-sinusoidal variation was fitted by a polynomial

function. To test whether the polynomial fit is statistically

acceptable, we computed the probability value (hereafter

p-value). The value of awas taken as 0.005 for the

p-value, which allowed us to test whether the p-value

are statistically acceptable or not (Dawson&Trapp

2004). The p-value was found to be , 0.00167. Consid-

ering the a value, this means that the result is statistically

acceptable.

Apart from the short-term variations, considering the

remaining V-band light curves without any eclipses we

examined the variations of mean brightness, amplitude,

and the deeper minimum phases of the light curves (ymin).

All of them are listed in Table 5. The variations of three

parameters are shown versus the year in Figure 8. The

variation of the amplitudes for the remaining curves is

shown in panel (a), while the mean brightness variation is

shown in panel (b). As is seen from the figures, the

amplitude varies in a sinusoidal way with a period of

,8.9 yr. Using GRAPHPADPRISM V5.02 software, the vari-

ation was fitted by a polynomial fit. According to the

statistical analysis, just two points, which are shown by

open circles in the figure, diverged from the general trend.

Apart from these points, the polynomial function fits the

Table 4. Spot parameters derived by the SPOTMODEL program for each data set

Data Mean HJD Mean l1
a l2 b1 b2 g1 g2 Data

Set (þ245 0000) Year (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) source

A 1350.2176 1999.46 10 - 144 - 53 - 1

B 1607.0397 2000.17 39 - 358 - 43 - 1

B 1607.0397 2000.17 – 181 358 – 43 1

C 2784.3294 2003.39 354 – 357 – 38 – 2

C 2784.3294 2003.39 – 186 351 – 37 2

D 3131.0668 2004.34 333 – 168 – 31 – 2

E 3553.9587 2005.50 330 – 342 – 28 – 2, 3

E 3553.9587 2005.50 – 178 357 – 55 2, 3

F 3881.8078 2006.39 349 – 357 – 32 – 2, 3

F 3881.8078 2006.39 – 175 355 – 28 2, 3

G 4255.8110 2007.42 352 – 30 – 51 – 3, 4

G 4255.8110 2007.42 – 127 24 – 20 3, 4

H 4624.8493 2008.43 20 – 40 – 47 – 4

H 4624.8493 2008.43 – 166 3 – 26 4

I 5683.9083 2011.33 331 – 332 – 18 – 4

I 5683.9083 2011.33 – 129 24 – 41 4

aIn the table, subscripts 1 and 2 represent Spot I and Spot II.

Data sources:
1The NSVS database (Woźniak et al. 2004).
2The ASAS database (Pojm�anski 1997).
3Bernhard&Frank (2006) and Frank&Bernhard (2007).
4This study.

Figure 7 Variation of longitude of the spotted areas. In the figure, filled circles represent Spot I, while the circles represent Spot II. The dashed

lines represent the linear fit for Spot I and the polynomial fir for Spot II.
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general trend with a correlation coefficient of 0.91.

Moreover, the p-value was found to be, 0.00093. Con-

sidering the a value and p-value, the result is statistically

acceptable. However, the mean brightness is dramatically

decreasing through the years 1999–2011. During these

years, it decreases from 10.40–10.60mag. Both figures

indicate that the primary star has a high level of magnetic

activity. The distribution of the deeper minimum phases

of the remaining curves is shown in the bottom panel of

Figure 8.

As seen from Figure 8, the deeper minimum was

located in the phase interval between 0.35 and 0.55P

from 1999–2005. However, it was suddenly shifted to the

phase interval between 0.95 and 0.05P from 2006–2008.

It was again seen in the phases between 0.35 and 0.355P in

season 2011. The phenomenon is generally referred to as

‘flip-flop’ in the literature (Korhonen&Elstner 2005;

Berdyugina 2006; Ol�ah et al. 2006; Korhonen& Järvinen

2007). Considering the minima seen in the phase interval

between 0.35 and 0.55P reveals that the minima slowly

migrate toward decreasing phases.

5 Results and Discussion

In this study, we have tried to reveal the nature of the close

binary system GSC 02038–00293. Light-curve analysis

indicated that the mass ratio of the system is 0.35. We

estimated that the mean radii are 0.87R} for the primary

and 0.27 R} for the secondary component. Korhonen

et al. (2010) indicated that the effective temperature is

4750K and found R sin i¼ 0.88R}. In this study, the

inclination (i) of the systemwas found to be 77.918. In this
case, the radius of the primary component estimated in

this study is in agreement with the one given by Korhonen

et al. (2010). On the other hand, the radius of the primary

star is actually larger than the expected value. As is seen

from Figure 5, the secondary component is located almost

on the ZAMS. This indicates that this component should

be very young. However, it seems that the primary com-

ponent has departed from the ZAMS. The most likely

situation is that, considering their masses, the primary

component has evolved more rapidly than the secondary

component. On the other hand, as was discussed by

L�opez-Morales (2007), Morales et al. (2008, 2010),

Table 5. Some parameters determined from the remaining V-band light curves

Data Mean HJD Mean ymin Vmin Vmax Amplitude Vmean Data

Set (þ245 0000) Year (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) source

A 1350.2176 1999.46 0.530 10.519 10.353 0.166 10.436 1

B 1607.0397 2000.17 0.520 10.457 10.340 0.117 10.399 1

C 2784.3294 2003.39 0.520 10.534 10.441 0.093 10.488 2

D 3131.0668 2004.34 0.435 10.571 10.496 0.075 10.534 2

E 3553.9587 2005.50 0.495 10.648 10.479 0.169 10.564 2, 3

F 3881.8078 2006.39 0.983 10.602 10.521 0.081 10.562 2, 3

G 4255.8110 2007.42 0.980 10.676 10.536 0.140 10.606 3, 4

H 4624.8493 2008.43 1.050 10.702 10.539 0.163 10.621 4

I 5683.9083 2011.33 0.370 10.662 10.547 0.115 10.605 4

Data sources:
1The NSVS database (Woźniak et al. 2004).
2The ASAS database (Pojm�anski 1997).
3Bernhard&Frank (2006) and Frank&Bernhard (2007).
4This study.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8 Variation of some parameters determined from the

remaining curves: (a) amplitude variation, (b) mean brightness

variation, and (c) spot minimum phase distribution. The filled

circles represent the parameters determined in the figure, while

the dashed lines represent polynomial fits in panels (a) and (b), and

the linear fit for ymin of one spotted area. The open circles in panel (a)

represent points that diverge from the general trend.
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Casagrande et al. (2008), Fernandez et al. (2009), Torres

et al. (2010) and Kraus et al. (2011), the case of larger

radius is a common phenomenon for active stars. L�opez-
Morales (2007) demonstrated that this case is very com-

mon, especially for magnetically active stars in the mass

range 0.35–0.70M}. The mass of the primary star of the

system is close to this interval. Consequently, it is pos-

sible that its radius was found to be larger due to magnetic

activity. The radius of the secondary component is

in agreement with the expected value for a star with

mass 0.25M}.

Light-curve analysis of I-band observations of sea-

son 2008 and spot models of the light curves during

out-of-eclipses confirmed that there are two spotted

areas on this component. The models and examination

of variations during out-of-eclipses generally reveal

some properties as regards the primary component’s

magnetic activity behaviour. (1) There are two active

longitudes on the primary component. (2) One of them

is usually active, while the second one can sometimes

be less active. (3) Although there are two stable active

longitudes on the star, the locations of the spotted areas

on this star can change rapidly. Both active longitudes

migrate toward decreasing longitude. In addition, one

of them exhibits a quasi-sinusoidal variation during the

migration. Here, it should be noted that we have

assumed that the temperature factors of the spots are

stable and constant over the years. Because of this

assumption, the radii and latitudes of the spotted areas

obtained from spot models can clearly change when

another temperature factor is taken for the spots.

However, the longitudes will not change. The temper-

ature factor, radius, and latitude depend on each other,

but the longitude does not depend directly on them.

Examinations of long-term amplitude variation of

the light curves during out-of-eclipses indicate that the

amplitude is varying in a sinusoidal way, while the

mean brightness of the system is dramatically decreas-

ing. In this case, it is possible that the spots should

cover a greater part of the surface of the active

component, while the spotted areas sometimes gather

toward an active longitude. On the other hand, it is also

possible that there could be another scenario. The

decrease of mean brightness could be due to any

spotted polar-cap areas. The increasing total area cov-

ered by spots on the polar can cause the same effect on

the mean brightness. However, the phases of the deeper

minima during out-of-eclipses migrate toward decreas-

ing phase. The other point is that the second active

longitude is more active than the first one between

seasons 2006 and 2008. This is a small clue to ‘flip-

flop’ behaviour, which is a general property seen in

many active stars (Berdyugina 2006; Ol�ah et al. 2006;

Korhonen&Elstner 2005; Korhonen& Järvinen 2007).

In this study, the nature of the system is made a little

clearer. As a result of the analyses, we can say that GSC

02038-00293 is a close binary, the primary component of

which exhibits high-level magnetic activity. Long-term

photometric observations, together with spectral studies,

will reveal the object’s nature more fully.
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